Chinese question entity discovery and linking (QEDL) may encounter short texts and smallscale annotated datasets, which may invalidate certain machine learning algorithms. In this paper, we propose a progressive joint framework for Chinese QEDL, which leverages the mutual dependency information of these two tasks to enhance the performance with each other. The framework uses the candidate entity generation (CEG) of entity linking to iteratively augment the overall process of entity discovery that consists of mention generation, filtering and merging modules. In mention generation module, to reduce the handcrafted effort of the rule-based entity discovery, we develop a question representation method to generate domain-independent entity discovery rules, and use CEG to check the extracted mentions in priority order. This module can embed extracted mentions into other entity discovery methods as one feature or as extra mentions to alleviate insufficiencies of annotated datasets. The mentions filtering module leverages the joint features of extracted mentions and CEG's entities to build a voting model and filter out low-confidence mentions. Moreover, the mentions merging module merges different patterns' mention-entity pairs and check their corresponding candidate entities with CEG. During entity linking, we incorporate the joint features of questions, extracted mentions and CEG's entities into a ranking model for entity disambiguation. Finally, we conduct experiments on two real datasets and compare our approach with other state-of-the-art methods. The results illustrate that the proposed framework can reduce error accumulation and flexibly combine different entity discovery methods, which significantly improves the performance on small-scale datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
In text mining, two fundamental tasks are entity discovery (ED) and entity linking (EL), which respectively refer to discovering mentions in text and linking them to entities in an existing knowledge base. In question answering systems (QASs), performing these tasks on questions is beneficial for understanding the users' intent and for deriving answers [1] , [2] . In addition, ED and EL build a semantic bridge between natural language questions and knowledge bases. Thus, they represent important components of QASs.
A joint method for ED and EL tasks can enhance the performance of each separate task because of their mutual The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yucong Duan . dependencies [3] . However, most systems [4] treat ED and EL as two separate tasks in a pipeline architecture, where ED methods identify mention boundaries in the unstructured text and EL methods project the extracted mentions into an existing knowledge base, which can result in accumulated error or even unidentified mentions that cannot be linked with the knowledge base.
Recently, many researchers have proposed joint methods that couple ED and EL. In one method, their features are designed separately and then integrated into a joint objective function [3] , [5] , [6] . In another, an interactive architecture is constructed that iteratively exchanges the extracted information between these two tasks [7] - [9] . The second method is more flexible than the first, and it more easily analyzes each part's effect. However, this method still has room for improvement. Hence, we developed the second method for Chinese QEDL and propose a progressive joint framework that integrates the EL method into multiple ED methods.
In Chinese QASs, both the ED and EL tasks may encounter short texts that contain little available context and can easily result in entity ambiguity. Moreover, small-scale annotated datasets that may invalidate certain machine learning algorithms [10] , especially neural networks algorithms. The rule-based ED methods leverage the summarized patterns of linguistic knowledge and generally do not need training data. Other ED methods, including statistical methods, design manually generated features to learn mention patterns. To reduce the manual effort required for rule-based methods, we consider that question representations can describe the structures and relations among the question elements and introduce a question representation model into rule-based methods. Based on the rule-based ED method, we propose a joint parsing ED method, which combines the candidate entity generation of EL to check possible mentions. Moreover, we embed the joint parsing ED method into the conditional random fields (CRFs) statistical method to take full advantage of these two different methods.
Based on the above analysis, we propose a progressive joint framework for Chinese QEDL that leverages the candidate entity generation of EL to gradually enhance the overall ED process. The ED part consists of mention generation, filtering and merging modules. The mention generation module develops the rule-based ED method with a question representation model and iteratively unites candidate entity generation to identify mention boundaries. The rules are domain-independent because they are generated from the structural information of question representations. But common rule-based ED methods [11] , [12] rely on the characteristics of entity types (e.g., persons, organizations, and locations) to build rules. The mention generation module also integrates the extracted mentions into an ED model to alleviate the insufficiency of annotated datasets. The mention filtering module constructs features for mention-entity pairs and applies a voting method to filter out low-confidence mentions. Furthermore, the mention merging module incorporates candidate entity generation to take full advantage of these two ED methods (i.e., the rule-based and machine learning methods). Finally, we construct a gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT) ranking model to obtain the corresponding entities, which further improves the confidence of mentions and entities in EL.
The main contributions of this study are threefold 1 . First, we propose a progressive joint framework that can flexibly combine different types of ED and EL methods. This framework incrementally integrates the candidate entity 1 An earlier version of this paper [13] was published as a short paper in IALP 2017. We extended this paper, including emphasis on the flexibility of the joint framework, detailed descriptions about each component, comparison with additional five baseline methods [14] - [18] , and theoretical analysis by conducting comprehensive experiments on two Chinese QEDL datasets. generation of EL into the ED process, which filters out lowconfidence mentions extracted by ED methods to obtain richer and more complete results. Second, we develop a rule-based ED method with a question representation model to reduce the manual effort in Chinese QEDL. Moreover, the mentions extracted with this method can be embedded into other ED methods as one feature, which enhances mention confidence and alleviates insufficiencies in annotated datasets. Third, we conduct a comprehensive experiment on two Chinese QEDL datasets and compare the results of our joint method with those of classic methods. Our method's high performance shows good potential for application in Chinese QEDL.
II. RELATED WORK
The existing joint methods have generally involved mutual information between the ED and EL tasks. Therefore, in this section, we first review these two tasks and their methods. Then we summarize how to joint them.
A. ENTITY DISCOVERY
ED methods detect mention boundaries, which makes them similar to named entity recognition (NER). The difference is that NER further classifies identified mentions into predefined categories [19] that generally include persons, locations, and organizations. However, this classification does not affect the way that NER methods apply to ED. These methods are typically divided into three categories: rulebased, statistical learning and neural network methods.
The rule-based methods summarize entity patterns and build ED rules based on domain knowledge. For example, Riaz [11] developed an Urdu rule-based NER system that designed Urdu language pattern rules, such as the honorific title for person entities, suffix rules for location entities, and so on. Akkasi et al. [12] constructed chemical-specific affixes (e.g., Hyper, Anti, and Amino) to detect the beginnings of mentions and used merged rules to detect the endings of mentions. Salah and Zakaria [20] summarized Arabic rulebased NER systems for Arabic language writing patterns, including grammar rules, heuristics rules, and morphological rules.
The statistical learning methods treat ED or NER as sequence label or classification problems. They build character-level, word-level or sequential features from annotated datasets and leverage machine learning algorithms to learn mention patterns. Typical methods include Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), CRFs and Semi-Markov Conditional Random Fields (Semi-CRFs). Atkinson and Bull [21] utilized a voting mechanism to combine variable-context HMM and support vector machine (SVM) classifiers for the biomedical NER. Shabat et al. [22] adopted part of speech (POS) tags, word affixes, and context as features and leveraged naïve Bayes and linear SVM classifiers to recognize named entities in online crime documents. Based on semantic spaces and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), Konkol et al. [23] proposed new features and used the CRF method to construct a language-independent NER system.
The neural network methods automatically extract useful context features to capture mention latent patterns, thereby reducing the dependency on manually generated features. Huanget al. [24] employed bidirectional long short-term memory (BI-LSTM) to capture future and past context features and input them into the CRF to perform joint decoding for sequence labels. Santos and Guimarães [25] proposed a language-independent NER system that extended a multilayer neural network architecture [26] by adding a convolutional layer to extract character-level features. Ma and Hovy [27] added CRF into BI-LSTM and CNN hybrid neural network to joint decode labels for building an end-to-end model, which did not depend on the handcrafted features and data preprocessing. Cao et al. [28] combined the adversarial transfer learning method and selfattention mechanism into BI-LSTM CRF to build a Chinese NER framework, which learned task-shared word boundary information from Chinese word segmentation (CWS) task. Xie et al. [29] , [30] proposed a topic entity extraction model for questions, which captured local contextual information for each word and dealt with variable length sequence based on CNN.
Although neural network methods are less dependent on manually generated features, they require large-scale annotated datasets to train their parameters. Such datasets are often difficult to obtain or maintain for low-resource languages. In contrast, the rule-based methods contain explicit linguistic knowledge and do not require training data due to their manually summarized rules. The statistical learning methods extract mention patterns without linguistic rules; thus, they are suitable for small-scale annotated datasets. Hence, we develop a rule-based ED method with a question representation model and embed it into a statistical learning model to detect Chinese question mentions.
B. ENTITY LINKING
EL, which consists of candidate entity generation and entity disambiguation, links detected mentions with an existing knowledge base. Candidate entity generation uses information retrieval techniques to search all possible entities of extracted mentions in a knowledge base [31] while entity disambiguation leverages the context to rank entities and disambiguate mismatched entities [32] .
For instance, Gattani et al. [31] leveraged a dictionarybased method to extract mentions from social data based on a prefix map constructed to efficiently locate matching strings. Zhang et al. [33] proposed a supervised learning algorithm for acronym expansion that generated possible candidate expansions and used an SVM classifier to select correct expansions.
The entity disambiguation mainly includes [34] ranking methods, neural network methods, graph-based methods. Zhang et al. [32] proposed a graph-based similarity measure between Wikipedia concepts to build a ranking model. Chen et al. [35] used a vector space model to rank candidate entities that used context and entity attributes to build representations for the mentions and candidate entities. Chen et al. [36] integrated the joint learned embeddings and conventional EL features into a pairwise boosting regression tree model [37] for ranking candidate entities, which utilized a bilinear model to jointly learn word and entity embeddings. Wang et al. [38] employed the attention-based question representations and the character-level BI-LSTM entity representations to compute their similarity scores for predicating topic entities, which combined inner-sentence attention and structure attention to learn question representations. Parravicini et al. [39] combined the graph embeddings and a state-space search optimization to build an entity linking framework, which leveraged the vertex embedding learning to encode topological information and heterogeneous properties.
In our joint method, we aim to achieve candidate entity generation by integrating a knowledge base and an online encyclopedia to search for related entities and discover nonexistent entities (NIL entities)-entities not in the knowledge base. During entity disambiguation, we combine question, mention and entity features to build a ranking model for obtaining matched entities.
C. JOINT METHODS
Many researchers combine ED and EL tasks via a joint inference method and leverage the information extracted by each task to improve the performance of both tasks [3] , [40] . The joint methods can be summarized into two categories: joint objective function and interactive architecture.
The first group joints the ED and EL tasks into one objective function and infers the parameters to automatically leverage their mutual dependency. Luo et al. [3] and ter Horst et al. [6] modeled these two tasks as a probabilistic factor graph and estimated their parameters based on the gradient descent method. Sil and Yates [18] used a maximum-entropy model to select correct mention-entity pairs by adding the dependent features of NER and EL. Durrett and Klein [5] proposed a multi-task joint optimization model to obtain consistent results and used a CRF model to jointly optimize coreference resolution, NER and EL.
The second group designs interactive strategies to mutually input the information generated by the one task into the other, thus improving the overall performance by enhancing the confidence of detected mentions and linking entities. Yamada et al. [8] first performed EL to extract features and then built random forest and linear SVM models for Twitter NER. Manchanda et al. [9] combined the disambiguated entities and related resources of EL to reclassify entities to improve the classification of named entities in microblogs. Zhang et al. [7] leveraged the results of ED and EL models to update the feature weights of each and combined the interdependency of ED and EL to iteratively improve the confidence of entity extraction and the certainty of EL. These two types of joint methods capitalize on information communicated between the ED and EL tasks. The first method requires constructing a unified model to describe and solve the two tasks. The second method explicitly builds a mutual process that can joint different models easily; thus it benefits from maintaining and measuring the effect of each part. However, previous studies on the second method usually embed the EL methods into statistical learning ED methods to build a joint interactive framework. To take full advantage of the different types of ED and EL methods, we integrate an improved rule-based method and a statistical learning method into the joint framework, which introduces the candidate entity generation of EL into the overall process of mention generation, filtering and merging modules in ED. Performing joint candidate entity generation earlier can reduce the error accumulation problem.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this paper, we develop an interactive joint framework that progressively leverages the candidate entity generation of EL to participate in the overall process of ED as shown in Fig. 1 , which combines the related information and feedback from candidate entity generation to improve the overall performance. This framework first performs data preprocessing (including word segmentation, POS tagging, and dependency syntactic parsing) on Chinese questions and then extracts features for the subsequent ED methods. The ED part is combined with the EL part to detect possible mentions, filter out low-confidence mentions, and merge different ED results, which progressively utilizes the candidate entity generation of EL to enhance ED performance at different stages. Finally, the EL part uses a ranking model to connect mentions to their corresponding entities in a knowledge base.
The ED part consists of mention generation, filtering and merging modules, which are combined with the candidate entity generation module to enhance each part's performance. (i) The mention generation module leverages candidate entity generation to directly check mentions extracted by the joint parsing ED method (a rule-based ED method) in priority order; this process is explained in detail in the next section. The extracted mentions can also be regarded as one feature that can be incorporated into another statistical learning ED method (here we use CRF). (ii) The mention filtering module joints the extracted mentions and candidate entity features (as listed in Table 12 of the appendix) to build a voting method, and it integrates multiple supervised classifiers (i.e., GBDT, SVM and decision tree) to filter out mentions with any negative label. (iii) To capture different patterns' mentions, the mention merging module combines candidate mentions from different ED methods and checks the results via candidate entity generation. As shown in Fig. 1 , the candidate entity generation process is integrated into the overall ED process (i.e., mention generation, filtering and merging modules) to progressively extract high-confidence mentions and filter out noise as early as possible.
In the EL part, we build a candidate entity generation module and a ranking model. The candidate entity generation module uses Baidu Baike (an online Chinese encyclopedia) to expand mention abbreviations and discover NIL entities. This process provides extra information and feedback for the overall ED process, which can obtain related candidate entities and entities' information (e.g., entity name, attributes, description) for mentions in the knowledge base. The ranking model combines mentions and candidate entity features to disambiguate mismatched entities in the knowledge base.
In summary, our framework has four interactive joint parts (as shown in the blue bold box of Fig. 1 ):
• The joint parsing ED method iteratively searches possible mentions with candidate entity generation in priority order.
• The statistical learning ED method integrates the extracted mentions by the joint parsing ED method as one feature to alleviate the insufficiency of the annotated dataset.
• The ED mention filtering model joints mention and candidate entity features to filter out low-confidence mentions.
• The mention merging algorithm leverages candidate entity generation to merge extracted neighbor mentions.
IV. JOINT PARSING ED METHOD
The joint parsing ED method develops the rule-based ED method based on a question representation model, and it leverages the candidate entity generation of EL to verify whether the extracted mentions have corresponding entities, as shown in Fig. 2 . In this section, we describe the question representation model and the joint process in detail.
A. QUESTION REPRESENTATION MODEL
Structural representation is beneficial for extracting useful information and obtaining relations among data elements. Hence, we develop a concept knowledge tree (CKT) [41] , [42] by combining concepts and a knowledge representation model to construct a question representation model, which can express the semantic relations of primary Chinese phrases.
The CKT uses independent concepts as basic semantic representation units, and it also defines three basic formal semantic representations to express relationships between concepts: semantic constraint (expressing modification or constraint relationships), semantic logic (denoting logical combination relations), and semantic state (describing compound structures). The CKT can use independent concepts and these three basic semantic representations to express complex concepts and knowledge.
To obtain the structured representation of each Chinese question, we extend the CKT model by using the semantic node (SN) to denote questions' basic semantic units. A semantic node consists of a word, its POS, and a flag representing whether this word is an interrogative pronoun, as shown in (1):
Following this approach, questions can be constructed as multiple semantic nodes and the relationships between them can be defined as a semantic node constraint (SNC), semantic node logic (SNL) and semantic node state (SNS). The semantic node constraint consists of a constraint node and a core node, and it is used to express modification or constraint relationships between nodes as shown in (2):
where the core node is the essence of the semantic node constraint and the constraint node is applied to modify the core node. The semantic node logic defines the logical combination relation of nodes and includes five types of logic relations: ''entailment,'' ''and,'' ''or,'' ''not'' and ''list.'' Among these, the logical relation ''entailment'' describes the progressive relationship and causality of nodes, while the logical relation ''list'' indicates a simple arrangement of several nodes. The semantic node logic consists of logical relations and a member node list as shown in (3):
The semantic node state uses predicate nodes, subject nodes, object nodes and state nodes to denote events as 
To obtain the structural representation of Chinese questions, we summarize their characteristic patterns based on Chinese grammar [43] , [44] and construct the semantic representations of 15 types of primary Chinese phrases as shown in Table 1 . We provide instances to elaborate on the construction of their semantic representations as follows:
We use thesemantic node constraintto express modification phrases. For example, the modification phrase ''
'' (''where food'') can be denoted by ''< :>'' (''<where: food >''). The coordinate phrases express the coordinative relation among different elements, which is corresponding to thesemantic node logic''and''. For example, the coordinate phrase '' '' (''who and you'') can be represented as ''(and, , )'' (''(and, who, you)'').
Verb-object phrases use a predicate verb and an object to describe an action or behavior, and they can be expressed as thesemantic node state. For example, the verb-object phrase '' '' (''wash clothes'') can be represented as
B. GENERATION OF QUESTION REPRESENTATIONS
Dependency syntactic parsing can describe semantic relations between words, which can be mapped into the different types of Chinese primary phrases listed in Table 1 . According to the dependency relations of syntactic parsing, we construct the transformational rules to build question representations as shown in Fig. 9 of the appendix.
C. IMPROVED RULE-BASED ED METHOD
To reduce manual effort, we leverage the semantic structures of question representations to construct domain-independent rules for candidate mentions. Fig. 3 lists the generation rules from semantic representations to candidate mentions in priority order (i.e., smaller numbers denote higher priorities), where the circles with different colors map to the semantic elements of the question representation model. The first three rules of each question representation (i.e., these rules with priority 1, 2 and 3) unite neighboring words (left, right, or both) to form candidate mentions. The other rules combine adjacent elements in question representations to form candidate mentions. For an individual semantic node, the POS, word length or word type are used to detect possible mentions. That is, when semantic nodes are nouns or meet the requirements of POS, word length and word type, their words can be candidate mentions. Moreover, when a semantic node contains a positive flag, indicating that its word is an interrogative pronoun, we can filter the rules that apply to that semantic node. Fig. 3 shows the rules that prefer to generate longer mentions. These rules are independent of the entity type and domain.
For example, the question '' '' means ''Is it good for pregnant women to eat instant noodles?'', and the result of POS tagging and the question representation are shown as follows:
(pregnant women)/noun (eat)/verb (instant noodles)/noun (good)/ adjective (auxiliary word ''MA'')/ auxiliary ?/punctuation
The representation of this question is a semantic node state and is not nested with other types of representations. Therefore, we apply the rules of the semantic node state only to generate candidate mentions. By combining the candidate mentions and the candidate entity generation, we extract its subject and object elements as candidate mentions (i.e., the underlined part indicates the extracted candidate mentions).
D. JOINT PARSING ALGORITHM
As shown in Fig. 2 , the joint parsing algorithm structures each question with the question representation model and uses candidate entity generation to directly check the extracted mentions by the improved rule-based ED method. First, it leverages dependency syntactic parsing and semantic representations of primary Chinese phrases to represent each question as a question representation model according to Fig. 9 in the appendix. A question can be represented as a combination of three basic semantic representations. Second, the improved rule-based ED method generates candidate mentions in priority order according to Fig. 3 . It assigns a higher priority to detecting longer candidate mentions. Third, we joint it with the candidate entity generation module to detect whether the extracted mentions have related entities in the knowledge base or the online encyclopedia. When such mentions exist, the algorithm halts the iterative process and builds the mention-entity pairs. These pairs are then input into the rule-based filtering method to filter out incorrect mentions. Finally, we utilize the mention length and the candidate entity categories to filter out low-confidence mentions by using the following rules:
• If the candidate entity belongs to the music domain, but the question does not, the extracted mention will be filtered out.
• If the candidate mention, such as '' '' (''hello''), or '' '' (''only''), is a common word or phrase, we filter out the pair.
In summary, the joint parsing ED method leverages semantic structures to detect candidate mentions from the question as a whole to each word of the question. Given the progressive granularity of generating candidate mentions, longer mentions are preferentially detected, which can reduce the impact of their low frequencies. The joint parsing ED method combines the domain-independent rules of generating candidate mentions and the EL to detect possible mentions. This approach serves to filter out low-confidence mentions and can be applied to open-domain ED. Moreover, the joint parsing ED method utilizes the online encyclopedia to identify many additional NIL entities.
V. INTEGRATING EXTRACTED MENTIONS ED METHODS
In our framework, the extracted mentions from the joint parsing ED method are integrated into one statistical ED method, which leverages summarized Chinese semantic relations to enhance another method. The extracted mentions are used to build sequence-labeled features by labeling the position of mentions or directly input into other ED methods as extra candidate mentions. In addition, we design ten additional feature types for the statistical ED method that are based on the characteristics of Chinese questions as shown in Table 2 . Here, we input these features into the CRF model, which uses the conditional probability to predict the sequence labels and has been widely applied in NER [45] .
We combine the results of data preprocessing and the characteristics of Chinese questions to design four groups of features: basic features, question features, dependency features and extracted mentions feature. The basic features are derived from data preprocessing. The question features use the characteristics of Chinese questions to obtain the boundary information of possible mentions. The dependency features combine the dependency syntactic parsing root node and the dependency parent node to describe the relations between words. The extracted mentions feature leverages the extracted mentions by the joint parsing ED method to alleviate the poor performance of the CRF model with smaller amounts of training data.
VI. MENTION MERGING ALGORITHM
The two ED methods-joint parsing and statistical learningextract mentions with different patterns. The joint parsing ED method prefers to extract longer mentions, while the statistical learning model has a bias in favor of shorter mentions because of their high ratios in the training dataset. To combine the different patterns, we design a rule-based mention merging algorithm to capitalize on their advantages.
The mention merging algorithm follows three rules: choose longer mentions as the result, merge neighbor mentions into a longer mention and filter overlapping mentions. The merging rules are described as follows:
• When longer mentions extracted by the joint parsing ED method include shorter mentions extracted by the CRF, the shorter mentions should be replaced by the longer mentions.
• When two mentions separately extracted by these two methods are adjacent, we will use candidate entity generation to check whether their merged result has related candidate entities. When the merged result does have related candidate entities, we merge the adjacent mentions.
• When two mentions have overlapping words, we adopt the result of the joint parsing ED method and filter out other mentions. Here, we provide instances to elaborate on the method of merging different mentions as shown in Table 3 . In the second column, boldface denotes mentions contained in questions.
VII. ENTITY LINKING
In the EL part, we build a candidate entity generation module that integrates both a knowledge base and an online Chinese encyclopedia to build a ranking model based on a supervised learning method, as shown in Algorithm 1. The candidate entity generation module is used to obtain many candidate entities for each mention, but at most one entity is the corresponding entity of the mention.
Certain abbreviations contained in many Chinese questions cannot be directly discovered in the knowledge base. Hence, we use a Chinese online encyclopedia to search their corresponding full names and check their corresponding candidate entities in the knowledge base. We can also discover NIL entities through the online encyclopedia. The candidate entity generation module can provide entity categories and attributes for building joint models.
The ranking model combines the semantic features of a question, mention and entity to build a GBDT model, and it adopts the entities with the highest scores as the linking results. In addition to the seven similarity features and two length features proposed in previous studies, we design two novel features to obtain the content features of entities, as shown in Table 4 . The word sets of elements are used to compute the DICE distance [46] . In addition, we define the total number of attribute values as the integrity of the candidate entity and the number of different attributes as the richness of the candidate entity. These semantic features are depicted as:
Similarity Features
• DICE Distance: The categories of candidate entity and the question use CWS to generate words sets respectively. Then the DICE distance [46] uses their words sets to compute. The second feature uses the same way to obtain the DICE distance.
• Cosine Similarity: Based on TF-IDF [47] words weights, the description of candidate entity and the question use the bag of words vector to represent. We calculate cosine similarity by the bag of words vector.
• Word Embeddings Similarity: The category and mention strings may not have matched word embeddings. Hence, we segment the string into multiple words, and their average word embeddings use to compute cosine similarity. The fifth and sixth features use the same way to compute the similarity.
• Topic Similarity: Based on the training dataset, we build an LDA model to obtain the topic probability distribution for the question and the description of candidate entity respectively. The topic similarity uses cosine measure to compute.
Content Features
• Integrity: An attribute of the candidate entity may have multiple attribute values. We use the total number of attributes values as the integrity of candidate entity.
• Richness: The different attributes of entities contain rich semantic information. We use the number of different attributes as the richness of candidate entity.
Length Features
• Entity Length: The mention with the longer candidate entities usually has a higher confidence. Therefore, the length of candidate entity name can partly reflect the confidence of mention.
• Length Ratio: The entity mentions usually use the abbreviations or aliases to express the corresponding entities. And the length of mention is usually smaller than its corresponding entity. The higher length rate between their can denote the mention-entity pair has a higher confidence. 
VIII. EXPERIMENTS A. DATA AND EVALUATION METRICS
To validate our method, we conduct experiments on two datasets obtained from the CCKS 2017 QEDL task 2 and the NLPCC 2016 KBQA task 3 . The QEDL dataset contains open-domain multi-relation questions and their corresponding entities. Table 5 presents the statistics for the training and test sets. The KBQA dataset contains open-domain single-relation question-answer pairs and a Chinese knowledge base that mainly includes knowledge triples crawled from the web. To construct a QEDL dataset, we use a knowledge-driven semantic reasoning algorithm [48] and a manual method to ensure that one or more mentions occurs in each question. Finally, we labeled 78.14% and 75.70% of the questions in the training and test sets, 4 respectively. The statistics of the labeled dataset are shown in Table 6 .
In the experiments, we use CN-DBpedia [49] as the knowledge base and Baidu Baike 5 as the online encyclopedia. We also adopt recall, precision, and the F1-measure as metrics to evaluate the ED and EL results. The evaluation metrics are calculated as follows:
where R is the set of recognized or linked entities and G is the set of correctly extracted mentions or linked entities in the dataset. In the EL, if the extracted mentions are linked to correct entities, the linked entities are correct.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In the data preprocessing step, we use the Language Technology Platform [50] to perform word segmentation, POS tagging, and syntax analysis. Additionally, we leverage word2vec to train the 200-dimension word and character embeddings by using the Chinese Wikipedia and the partial Baidu Baike. To validate our method, we compare it with some state-of-the-art methods. We sample 10% of the training dataset as the development set used to adjust the hyperparameters.
Baselines. The baselines include five classical pipeline models (i.e., the CRF, FOFE, BI-LSTM CRF, Bi-GRU CRF and CCKS-URF methods) and two joint methods (the RE-RANK and CCKS-Joint methods). The parameters of the algorithms are adjusted to achieve their best performances. To validate our framework's performance, we integrate the RE-RANK, CCKS-Joint and CCKS-URF methods into our framework and observe their performances. Because most methods generally rely heavily on constructed dictionaries or side information, we use our knowledge bases for a fair comparison.
• CRF uses the L-BFGS (Limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno) with Elastic Net (L1 + L2) regularization for the features in Table 2 .
• FOFE [17] combines the fixed-size ordinally-forgetting encoding (FOFE) method31 with a simple feed-forward neural network to detect mentions. Here, we use the word-level features for Chinese questions. We set the number of hidden layers to 256, the dropout rate to 0.5, and the learning rate to 0.1024 (gradually decreasing).
• BI-LSTM CRF [24] captures future and past context features and inputs them into the CRF method to jointly decode sequence labels. We use word-level features generated by the first ten types of features in Table 2 . We choose 256 hidden layers, a 0.5 dropout rate, and a learning rate of 0.002.
• BI-GRU CRF [16] uses the bidirectional gated recurrent unit network and CRF (BI-GRU CRF) to build a hierarchical recurrent neural network for sequence tagging, which utilizes multi-task and cross-lingual joint training. The features and parameters are similar to that of BI-LSTM CRF.
• RE-RANK [18] utilizes existing NER systems and heuristic rules to generate mentions, includes an entity linker based on Freebase to obtain candidate entities, constructs the joint features of mentions and entities, and inputs them into a maximum-entropy model to re-rank mention-entity pairs. To transfer this method to Chinese questions, we employ the NER module of LTP and our joint parsing ED method to over-generate mentions and replace Freebase and Wikipedia with CN-DBpedia and Baidu Baike, respectively.
• CCKS-Joint [14] uses words and candidate entities to build a weighted, undirected graph and then models the ED and EL tasks as an integer linear program (ILP) problem. This method uses a genetic algorithm to tune the parameters of the ILP objective function.
• CCKS-URF [15] proposes an unsupervised, resourcefree QEDL method for the CCKS QEDL task, which utilizes multi-granular word segmentation results and POS tagging to build a rule-based ED method and combines contextual similarity and side information to perform entity disambiguation. Since their word segmentation system is not public, we combine Jieba, SCWS and LTP as the word segmentation system in this experiment. Table 7 reports the performances of the different methods. In each column, we highlight the largest values. For ED and EL, the F1-measure of our method is 62.27% and 41.76% on the QEDL dataset and 97.80% and 82.20% on the labeled KBQA dataset, respectively, showing that our method achieves the best performance on both datasets. Compared with the second-best methods (i.e., CCKS-Joint and CRF), our method improves by approximately 3.43% and 5.63% on the QEDL dataset, respectively, and by 4.34% and 4.76% for the labeled KBQA dataset, respectively. The neural network methods, including FOFE, BI-LSTM CRF, and BI-GRU CRF, present lower performances than do the CRF and our method, which demonstrates that the neural network methods are not suitable for small-scale datasets.
C. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 1) PERFORMANCE OF THE JOINT FRAMEWORK FOR CHINESE QEDL
Our interactive joint framework also outperforms the other joint methods (e.g., RE-RANK and CCKS-Joint). The initial population strategies, parameters and genetic operators have a large influence on genetic algorithms' performances [51] . Therefore, the CCKS-Joint method has difficulties obtaining the best model parameters. Compared with RE-RANK, our framework's performance shows improvements for ED and EL of 8.80% and 7.53% on the QEDL dataset, respectively, and 11.10% and 11.43% for the labeled KBQA dataset, respectively, which illustrates that coupling the ED and EL tasks can enhance the overall performance. The reason for RE-RANK's slightly lower performance than that of the CRF method may be that the joint features are more suitable for English or rely heavily on the knowledge base.
To further evaluate our interactive joint framework, we replaced the integrating extracted mention CRF model (IM CRF) with RE-RANK, CCKS-Joint, and CCKS-URF. The results are shown in Table 8 ; the extracted mentions are added directly into these ED methods. The results show that integrating these ED methods into our framework significantly improves their performance. Specifically, their ED and EL performances increased by 1.87%-6.33% and 0.79%-4.36% on the QEDL dataset, respectively, and by 3.09%-41.7% and 2.24%-37.89% on the labeled KBQA dataset, respectively. Compared with the QEDL dataset, the labeled KBQA dataset has more standardized and simpler patterns for questions and mentions and each question has only one or two mentions in this dataset. Hence, we obtained considerably more improvement when testing the labeled KBQA dataset.
To further analyze the possible reasons for the improved performance of our method, the baseline methods are improved and their performances discussed in the following sections.
In our method, we first introduce a joint parsing ED method that develops a rule-based method with question representations and leverages the candidate entity generation module to filter out low-confidence mentions. This approach joints the ED and EL processes, which reduces error accumulation as early as possible. The extracted mentions are input as features into the CRF to learn more patterns. To validate this joint point, we integrated the extracted mentions into the baseline methods as shown in Table 9 . A comparison of the original methods with the improved methods shows that the improved methods outperform the original methods. The ED and EL performances increased by 0.18%-8.98% and 0.02%-6.97% on the QEDL dataset, respectively, and by 0.29%-13.07% and 0.26%-12.62% on the labeled KBQA dataset, respectively. We speculate that the extracted mention feature indirectly instructs the ED process, which benefits the overall performance of both the ED and EL tasks.
To filter out low-confidence mentions, we input mention features and their corresponding entities into the GBDT, SVM and decision tree to build a voting model. The filtered results are shown in Table 10 . Although the F1-measure of the filtered IM CRF decreases slightly on the labeled KBQA dataset, it improves by 1.76% on the QEDL dataset. The F1-measure of the joint parsing ED method increases by 4.62% and 10.57% for the datasets, respectively, by using the mention filtering model, which demonstrates that the mention filtering model filters out some low-confidence mentions. Although the recall of these methods shows a slight decrease, their precision exhibits significant increases to different extents. We suggest that the mention filtering model balances the precision and recall to achieve a better F1-measure. This algorithm defines certain merging rules to obtain higherconfidence mentions and combines the feedback from candidate entity generation to detect whether the adjacent mentions should be merged. The mention merging algorithm can combine the advantages of different ED methods. Table 11 presents the merged results. A comparison of the results in Table 10 shows that merging the results of the joint parsing ED and IM CRF methods improves the performance of the original methods.
In summary, the proposed interactive joint framework leverages the candidate entity generation module to instruct the overall process of the ED module, thereby achieving a better performance than the state-of-the-art methods on both the ED and EL tasks. This framework can flexibly combine the rule-based ED method (i.e., the joint parsing ED method) with other ED methods (e.g., statistical learning methods and neural network methods), improving their performance as confirmed by the comparison between the original baselines (Table 7 ) and the improved methods (Table 9 ). Moreover, the mention filtering model and mention merging algorithm enhance the confidence of mentions, further improving the overall performances of the two tasks.
2) JOINT PARSING AND CRF ED METHODS
The joint parsing ED method develops the rule-based ED method by using the question representation model to generate domain-independent rules for mention generation, which iteratively unites candidate entity generation to identify mention boundaries. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 present the distributions of entity types on the extracted mentions, showing that the proposed method can recognize common entity types such as Persons, Locations, and Organizations as well as Computer Software and Web entities, Song Names, etc. The experimental results indicate that the joint parsing ED method is an independent ED method that can detect entities in different domains.
Moreover, the joint parsing ED method assigns higher priority to longer mentions, whereas the CRF method has a bias for shorter mentions because of their higher frequencies in datasets. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 depict the occurrence ratios of different-length mentions and the recognition ratios of mentions for the joint parsing ED, the CRF, and the IM CRF methods. The ratio of mentions decreases with the mention length for the QEDL dataset and increases for mention lengths of 3 and 4 for the labeled KBQA dataset. The joint parsing ED method's recall is generally higher than that of the CRF, although the increased recall comes at the cost of more incorrect mentions (that is, its precision is lower than that of the CRF).
When the length of mentions is greater than 5, both the joint parsing ED method's recall and precision are higher than that of the CRF for the QEDL dataset. Due to the rule-based filter in the joint parsing ED method, the joint parsing ED method performs poorly for shorter mentions. In addition, the IM CRF method outperforms the CRF, which illustrates that the joint parsing ED method can identify certain patterns that the CRF cannot recognize and explains why we leverage the mention merging module to balance these two ED methods.
3) ENTITY LINKING RESULTS
As shown in Fig. 8 , we use IM CRF to identify mentions and analyze the effects of features in the EL ranking model. The eighth and ninth features (i.e., the integrity and richness of the candidate entity) have the greatest positive effect. These two features reflect entity popularity. Thus, they play a key role in entity disambiguation. The line chart in the figure shows how the performance increases with the number of features. We reached a similar conclusion for the labeled KBQA dataset.
4) DISCUSSION
We conducted a complex set of experiments on two Chinese QEDL datasets and compared our approach with other VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 6. ED performance of different mention lengths for the QEDL dataset. EDL methods. The results show that our method clearly achieves the best performance. The progressive joint framework can also integrate other EDL methods and cause them to gain significant improvements, which further verifies its effectiveness. Moreover, the joint parsing ED method, which leverages the question representation model to recognize mentions and uses the candidate entity generation to directly check entities in priority order, can extract long but low-ratio mentions. In addition, it can be combined with other types of ED methods to alleviate insufficiencies of annotated datasets. However, we need to carefully consider the granularity of retrieval and establish the mapping relations from mentions to entities for connecting the mentions and their candidate entities in the candidate entity generation module.
Although our proposed method focuses on Chinese QEDL, the joint framework, which unites not only the ED and EL methods but can also unite different types of ED methods, can also be applied to other languages. The method used for candidate entity generation in EL, which is language independent, can reduce the error accumulation problem. The features of the ranking model in EL, which include similarity, content and length features, can also be used with other languages based on corresponding knowledge bases. The language characteristics for Urdu [11] and English [52] provide possibilities for transferring our question representation model into other languages. The extracted mentions for other languages can also be applied to statistical-learning ED methods.
IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Exploring entities in natural language questions and linking them with an existing knowledge base can be beneficial in gaining a precise understanding of user intent in information retrieval. To improve the performance of extracted a The symbol ''No. * '' denotes the corresponding Chinese phrase in Table 1 . ''SNC'' = semantic node constraint, ''SNL'' = semantic node logic, and ''SNS'' = semantic node state. When the dependency relation is ''IS'' or ''HED'', the representation is an independent structure representation or an entire entities, we propose an interactive joint framework for Chinese QEDL that integrates entity discovery and linking to iteratively detect possible mentions. Our framework incrementally unites the information of these two tasks to construct mention filtering and EL models. Based on question representations, we propose a joint parsing ED method that combines the domain-independent rules of candidate mention generation and candidate entity generation to detect mentions. The extracted mentions by the joint parsing ED method are embedded into one statistical ED method to alleviate insufficiencies of annotated datasets. Additionally, the mention filtering model helps reduce incorrect mentions, and the mention merging algorithm combines different ED methods to obtain many more mentions with different patterns. To evaluate the performance of this framework, we perform experiments on two datasets. The results demonstrate that our method achieves the best performance on both ED and EL tasks. Moreover, the joint interactive framework can flexibly integrate the improved rule-based ED method into other methods to take full advantage of different types of ED methods. In future studies, we plan to extend our method into QEDL for other languages by combining language characteristics, and explore how to use the structural information of knowledge bases to enhance the EDL performance. Moreover, the dependency relations between entities in each question can be utilized to construct related queries and obtain more consistent entities. We also would like to integrate the QEDL framework into the end-to-end question answering systems to enhance the question comprehension. APPENDIX See Figure 9 and Table 12. ZIQI LIN received the bachelor's degree from the Beijing University of Chemical Technology, in 2013. She is currently pursuing the Ph.D. degree with the Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Her main research interests include natural language processing, semantic information processing, and question answering.
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